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Abstract
We consider the class USk of uniformly k-sparse simple graphs, i.e., the class of *nite or
countable simple graphs, every *nite subgraph of which has a number of edges bounded by k
times the number of vertices. We prove that for each k, every monadic second-order formula
(intended to express a graph property) that uses variables denoting sets of edges can be e7ectively
translated into a monadic second-order formula where all set variables denote sets of vertices
and that expresses the same property of the graphs in USk. This result extends to the class of
uniformly k-sparse simple hypergraphs of rank at most m (for any k and m).
It follows that every subclass of USk consisting of *nite graphs of bounded clique-width has
bounded tree-width. Clique-width is a graph complexity measure similar to tree-width and relevant
to the construction of polynomial algorithms forNP-complete problems on special classes of graphs.
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0. Introduction
Descriptive complexity is the study of logical languages that characterize complexity
classes. For example, a graph problem (the input of which is a *nite graph, without
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auxiliary integer or real data) is in the class NP (resp. in the polynomial hierarchy) if
and only if it is expressible by an existential second-order formula (resp. by a second-
order formula). This assumes that we consider the input graph as a relational structure,
consisting of the set of vertices and a binary “edge” relation on this set. For linearly
ordered graphs, a problem is in the class P if and only if it is expressible by a *rst-
order formula using certain least-*xed point operations. Yet other classes have similar
logical characterizations. We refer the reader to the survey by Immerman [20] or to
the book by Ebbinghaus and Flum [17].
Monadic second-order logic is the fragment of second-order logic such that quanti-
*ed relation symbols are monadic (i.e., unary) hence denote sets. We will refer to them
as set variables. This language does not characterize any speci*c complexity class. It
contains NP-complete problems like the 3-colorability problem, but de*nes linear time
testable properties on special classes of graphs, in particular on the classes of graphs
of tree-width at most k for each k, or on other classes of hierarchically constructed
graphs like those of clique-width at most k, for any k (this notion, recalled in Section
1.5 is investigated in [15]).
There are actually two variants of MS logic (MS will abbreviate monadic second-
order), denoted by MS1 and MS2. In MS1, set variables only denote sets of vertices.
In MS2, set variables can also denote sets of edges of the considered graph. The linear
time complexity result holds for MS2 (resp. MS1) de*nable properties and for graphs
of bounded tree-width (resp. bounded clique-width). The language MS2 is stronger but
the classes of graphs for which the linear time algorithms exist are more restricted.
For example the class of all *nite cliques has unbounded tree-width but clique-width
2. It is thus useful to understand the border line between MS1 and MS2, as well as
the one between bounded tree-width and bounded clique-width.
In this article, we continue the investigation of the expressive power of monadic
second-order logic in this respect. We improve previous results in the following
ways.
1. It is proved in [8] that MS1 and MS2 are equally powerful for expressing properties
of *nite simple graphs belonging to several classes:
(i) the class of graphs of degree at most d,
(ii) the class of planar graphs, that of graphs of tree-width at most t, and more
generally, any class of graphs without some *xed *nite graph as a minor.
These classes have in common that their graphs are uniformly k-sparse (for some
k) which means that all subgraphs of their graphs have a number of edges at most
k times the number of vertices. We prove that this condition, which subsumes and
generalizes properly the above cited ones, is actually suHcient to insure the result
of [8].
2. We extend this result to uniformly k-sparse simple hypergraphs of rank at most m
(for m=2 we have the case of graphs),
3. We also extend it to countably in:nite uniformly k-sparse simple hypergraphs of
rank at most m (hence also to countably in*nite uniformly k-sparse simple graphs).
4. In order to deal with *nite graphs, we use a result of [9] which consists in de*n-
ing by MS2 formulas an orientation of the hyperedges of rank at most m of
any *nite undirected hypergraph. An orientation is a linear order on the sets of
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vertices of the considered hyperedges. (We need this even for graphs because
Theorem 2.3 concerning hypergraphs is used for the proofs of Theorems 2.5 and
4.1 about graphs).
For the extension to countably in:nite graphs, we generalize this technique to count-
ably in*nite hypergraphs: we use certain depth-:rst spanning trees and “hypertrees”
in countably in*nite graphs and hypergraphs. We also correct a mistake in the proof
of [9, Proposition 3.9] (see Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.4).
The two main theorems (Theorems 4.1 and 5.2) can be stated informally as
follows:
Main Theorem. For each integer k, one can e;ectively transform a given monadic
second-order formula using edge set quanti:cations into one that uses only vertex set
quanti:cations and is equivalent to the given one on :nite or countable, uniformly
k-sparse, simple, directed or undirected graphs. More generally this result holds for
:nite or countable, uniformly k-sparse, simple, directed or undirected hypergraphs of
rank at most m, for any :xed m.
The main corollary (Corollary 4.2) is the following:
Corollary. A class of :nite, uniformly k-sparse, simple, directed or undirected graphs
has bounded tree-width if and only if it has bounded clique-width.
Hence, the same constraint of uniform k-sparseness collapses simultaneously MS2
onto MS1 and bounded clique-width onto bounded tree-width. This result has some
consequences on the complexity of verifying the graph properties and of computing the
optimization and counting graph functions that are speci*ed by monadic second-order
formulas with or without edge set quanti*cations. It is also relevant to the decidability
of the monadic (second-order) theory of certain classes of graphs.
The paper is organized as follows. De*nitions and notation concerning graphs and
hypergraphs are in Section 1, together with the theorems on depth-*rst spanning trees
and hypertrees in countable graphs and hypergraphs. We also review notation on MS
logic in this section.
The main result of Section 2 is Theorem 2.5 stating that in directed graphs of
indegree at most k, one can de*ne by MS1 formulas a binary relation on the set of
vertices which is a linear order on the set of predecessors of each vertex. It uses a
de*nition by MS2 formulas of orientations of hypergraphs of bounded rank.
Section 3 deals with uniformly k-sparse graphs and hypergraphs; it is devoted to
graph theoretical lemmas on orientations and colorings of these graphs and hypergraphs.
Section 4 contains the proof of the *rst main theorem (Theorem 4.1), concerning
graphs. This theorem is then extended to hypergraphs in Section 5.
This paper demonstrates the use of nontrivial graph properties (particular orienta-
tions, particular colorings, spanning trees) for quite involved constructions of logical
formulas. It is fair to observe that the sizes of the constructed formulas are quite
large.
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1. Graphs, hypergraphs and logic
1.1. Graphs and hypergraphs
A hypergraph is a tuple H = 〈VH ; EH ; VertH 〉 consisting of a set of vertices VH , a set
of hyperedges EH (disjoint with VH ) and a mapping VertH with domain EH describing
the hyperedges.
There are two cases. If H is undirected then for every e∈EH the object VertH (e)
is a *nite nonempty subset of VH called the set of vertices of e. If H is directed
then VertH (e) is a *nite nonempty sequence of elements of VH where no vertex oc-
curs twice. In both cases we say that H is simple if the mapping VertH is one-to-one.
If VertH (e)=VertH (e′) and e = e′, we say that e and e′ form a pair of multiple hy-
peredges. The rank of e∈EH is the cardinality of VertH (e) in the *rst case and its
length in the second. The rank of H is the maximal rank of its hyperedges. (Hyper-
edges always have *nite rank.)
We will denote by UH the class of *nite or countable undirected hypergraphs, by
UHk the subclass of those of rank at most k, and by H and Hk the corresponding
classes of directed hypergraphs.
We let und :H→UH be the mapping such that for every H ∈H, und(H) is the
hypergraph H ′ such that VH ′ =VH , EH ′ =EH , and VertH ′(e) is the set of vertices
occurring in the sequence VertH (e). A hyperedge has the same rank in H and in und(H)
since its sequence of vertices in H has no repetitions. The mapping und transforms
a directed hypergraph into its underlying undirected hypergraph. An orientation of an
undirected hypergraph H is a directed hypergraph H ′ such that und(H ′)=H .
A graph is a hypergraph all edges of which are of rank 2. Hence, in this paper,
graphs may be directed or undirected, they may have multiple edges but they will have
no loops. Graphs and hypergraphs are always *nite or countably in*nite. Edges and
hyperedges are “by default” undirected, or the considered property is independent of
orientations. We specify “undirected” only for emphasis.
For every hypergraph H , directed or not, we let K(H) be the simple undirected
graph with set of vertices VH and an edge between x and y if and only if x =y and
x, y are vertices of some e∈EH . We say that H is connected if K(H) is connected.
The notion of connected component of a hypergraph follows immediately.
For a directed hypergraph H we let K˜(H) be the directed graph G such that
VG =VH ; EG = {(e; i; j)=e∈EH ; 16 i¡j6 rank(e)} and (e; i; j) links the ith vertex
of the sequence VertH (e) to the jth one. We say that H is acyclic if the graph K˜(H)
is. It is clear that every undirected hypergraph H is und(H ′) for some acyclic hy-
pergraph H ′: for *nding H ′, it suHces to take any linear order on VH and to de*ne
VertH ′(e) as the enumeration of VertH (e) in increasing order with respect to this order.
Let H be a hypergraph, directed or not. A subhypergraph K of H (denoted by
K ⊆H) is a hypergraph having vertices among those of H , hyperedges among those
of H , with the same sequence or set of vertices as in H . If N ⊆EH we denote by H [N ]
the subhypergraph of H with N as set of hyperedges, and such that the vertices are
those of the hyperedges in N . If X ⊆VH we denote by H [X ] the induced subhypergraph
K of H with VK =X and EK de*ned as the set of hyperedges of H having all their
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vertices in X . If G⊆H , we let H−G denote the subhypergraph H [VH−VG]. It consists
of the hyperedges of H with no vertex in VG and possibly some isolated vertices.
In a directed graph G we say that an edge links x, its source to y, its target if it
is directed from x to y; then x is a predecessor of y, and y a successor of x. We say
that it links x and y if it links x to y or y to x. We denote by indegG(x); x∈VG, the
indegree of x, i.e., the number of edges with target x. If G is directed or undirected,
we denote by degG(x) the degree of a vertex x, i.e., the number of edges incident with
x (edge directions do not matter.)
1.2. Trees
A tree is a simple directed acyclic graph T such that there exists a unique vertex
of indegree 0, called the root of T , and every vertex is reachable from the root by a
unique directed path. The vertices of a tree will be called nodes. A tree T is represented
by the relational structure (see Theorem 1.4) 〈NT ; SucT 〉 the domain of which, NT , is
the set of nodes of T and where SucT is a binary relation on NT called the successor
relation and representing edges ((x; y) belongs to SucT if and only if y is a successor
of x). A tree is binary if every node has at most two successors.
We de*ne a partial order on NT by x6T y if and only if y is on the unique directed
path from the root to x. In a drawing of the tree with the root on the top, x is below
y if and only if x¡T y. The root is thus the unique maximum element, the leaves are
the minimal ones.
1.3. Spanning trees and hypertrees
A depth-:rst tree in an undirected graph G is a tree T such that und(T )⊆G and
any two nodes of the tree that are adjacent in G are comparable under 6T . We say
that a tree T such that und(T )⊆G is a spanning tree of G if NT =VG.
It is well known that every *nite connected graph has a depth-*rst spanning tree.
The classical depth-*rst traversal algorithm produces such spanning trees. We use the
term depth-*rst to qualify the distinguished property of these trees. We will extend this
result to countably in*nite graphs. However, we cannot rest on the depth-*rst traversal
algorithm, which can enter an in*nite branch of a depth-*rst tree and miss a part of
the graph. We will use another proof. We will later extend it to hypergraphs, with
appropriately tuned de*nitions.
Proposition 1.1. Let G be a countable connected graph and s∈VG. There exists in
G a depth-:rst spanning tree with root s.
Proof. If T is a depth-*rst tree in G and X ⊆VG − NT , we let Att(X; T ) be the set of
vertices u∈NT such that some edge e links u and a vertex of X , and we call it the
set of attachment vertices of X to T . We let VG = {v1; v2; : : : ; vn; : : :} with v1 = s. We
de*ne a sequence T1⊆T2⊆ · · · ⊆Tn⊆ · · · such that:
(H1): each Ti is a *nite tree with root s such that und(Ti)⊆G and vi ∈NTi ,
(H2): each tree Ti is depth-*rst,
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(H3): for each connected component C of G − Ti, the set Att(VC; Ti) is linearly
ordered under 6Ti .
We construct such a sequence as follows:
(1) T1 is reduced to the root s= v1. Conditions (H1)–(H3) hold in a trivial way.
(2) We de*ne Ti+1 from Ti as follows.
If vi+1 ∈NTi we let Ti+1 =Ti. Otherwise we let C be the connected component of
G − Ti containing vi+1. Then Att(VC; Ti) = ∅ since G is connected. We let x be the
unique 6Ti -minimal vertex in Att(VC; Ti) (it is unique by (H3) for Ti). We let y in
VC be a neighbor of x. Let P be a (possibly empty) path in C between y and vi+1.
We let Ti+1 consist of Ti augmented with the edge x→y and the edges of P directed
from y towards vi+1. Hence Ti⊆Ti+1 and Ti+1 satis*es condition (H1).
We now check that Ti+1 is depth-*rst. Since Ti is depth-*rst and P is a path, the
only possibility for Ti+1 not to be depth-*rst is the existence of an edge linking a
vertex u of P and a vertex w∈NTi that are incomparable with respect to 6Ti+1 . But
in this case w∈Att(VC; Ti) hence u6Ti+1 x6Ti w, and u6Ti+1 w. Contradiction. Hence
Ti+1 is depth-*rst.
We now check condition (H3) for Ti+1. Let D be a connected component of G−Ti+1.
If VD ∩VC = ∅ then D⊆C and
Att(VD; Ti+1)⊆Att(VC; Ti)∪VP:
It follows that Att(VD; Ti+1) is linearly ordered with respect to 6Ti+1 since Att(VC; Ti)
and VP are both linearly ordered, and since u6Ti+1 x for every u∈VP and x6Ti v for
every v∈Att(VC; Ti), whence x6Ti+1 v.
If VD ∩VC = ∅ then clearly, D is a connected component of G − Ti; D =C and
Att(VD; Ti+1)=Att(VD; Ti), because if an edge links D to some vertex in P, then D
would be included in C, the connected component of G − Ti containing P. Hence
Att(VD; Ti+1) is linearly ordered under 6Ti (since (H3) holds for Ti), hence also under
6Ti+1 .
We let T be the union of the trees Ti. It is a directed tree with root s; furthermore
und(T )⊆G, VG =NT since every vertex of G belongs to some Ti, and it is depth-*rst
since each Ti is. Hence T is a depth-*rst spanning tree of G.
This result does not hold for uncountable graphs: consider a complete uncountable
graph having a depth-*rst spanning tree; all its vertices must be on a directed path in
this tree, but every path is at most countable, hence we get a contradiction.
In order to state an analogous result for countable hypergraphs, extending what was
done in [9] for *nite hypergraphs, we recall some de*nitions from that article.
A hyperpath in a hypergraph H is a sequence (e1; e2; : : : ; en) such that e1; : : : ; en are
pairwise distinct hyperedges, n¿ 1 and
VertH (ei) ∩ VertH (ej) = ∅ if 16 i ¡ i + 1 ¡ j6 n;
VertH (ei) ∩ VertH (ei+1) = ∅ if 16 i ¡ n:
We say that this hyperpath links e1 to en.
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Lemma 1.2. Let H be a connected hypergraph, let e; f∈EH ; e =f. There exists in
H a hyperpath of the form P=(e; e1; e2; : : : ; en; f), with n¿ 0.
Proof. If VertH (e)∩VertH (f) = ∅ we let P=(e; f). Otherwise we consider a shortest
path (u0; u1; u2; : : : ; un−1; un) in K(H) from a vertex u0 of VertH (e) to a vertex un of
VertH (f).
For each i=1; : : : ; n, we let ei in EH be such that ui−1; ui ∈VertH (ei). We let e0 = e
and en+1 =f.
If ei = ej for 06 i¡j6 n+1, then (u0; u1; : : : ; un) could be replaced by the shorter
path (u0; : : : ; ui−1; uj; : : : ; un). Hence the hyperedges in P=(e0; e1; : : : ; en+1) are pairwise
distinct.
If w∈VertH (ei)∩VertH (ej) for 06 i¡i + 1¡j6 n+ 1 then (u0; u1; : : : ; un) can be
replaced by the shorter path (u0; : : : ; ui−1; w; uj; : : : ; un). Hence VertH (ei)∩VertH (ej)= ∅
and P is a hyperpath as desired.
Lemma 1.3. Let H be a hypergraph, let N ⊆EH ; e; f∈N , such that VertH (e)∩
VertH (f)= ∅. The set N is the set of hyperedges of a hyperpath in H linking e to f
if and only if H [N ] is connected and, for every proper subset N ′ of N , containing e
and f, the subhypergraph H [N ′] is not connected.
Proof. The “only if ” direction is clear from the de*nitions.
“If ”. Let H [N ] be connected and satisfy the minimality condition. There exists by
Lemma 1.2 a hyperpath linking e to f with set of hyperedges N ′⊆N . By the *rst
part H [N ′] is connected. By the minimality condition, N =N ′.
Let H be a hypergraph. A hypertree in H is a tree T = 〈NT ; SucT 〉 such that
NT ⊆EH ; VertH (e)∩VertH (e′) = ∅ for every e∈NT and e′∈SucT (e), and for every
e; e′ ∈NT if e = e′ and U =VertH (e)∩VertH (e′) = ∅ then either e and e′ are adjacent
in T or they are successors of some e′′ ∈NT such that U ⊆VertH (e′′). Every directed
path in T is thus a hyperpath in H .
We de*ne V (T; e) for e∈NT , by V (T; e) :=VertH (e) if e is the root of T , and
V (T; e)=VertH (e)− VertH (e′) if e∈ SucT (e′).
We let V (T ) :=
⋃ {VertH (e)=e∈NT}. The sets V (T; e) form a partition of V (T ).
We let ¡T be the strict partial order on V (T ) de*ned by: x¡Ty if and only if
x∈V (T; e); y∈V (T; e′) for some e; e′∈NT such that e¡T e′.
We let ∼T be the equivalence relation on V (T ) de*ned by
x ∼T y if and only if x; y ∈ V (T; e) for some e ∈ NT :
We let 6T be the quasi-order on V (T ) (a quasi-order is a transitive and reNexive
binary relation) de*ned by
x6T y if and only if x ¡T y or x ∼T y;
if and only if x ∈ V (T; e); y ∈ V (T; e′); for some
e; e′ in NT such that e6T e′:
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(We denote by the same symbol 6T a quasi-order on V (T ) and a partial order on
NT . Since V (T )⊆VH and NT ⊆EH no confusion should arise.)
A hypertree T in H is depth-:rst if for every e∈EH − NT :
(D1) either Card(VertH (e)∩V (T ))6 1 or
(D2) e has two distinct vertices x; y in V (T ), such that x6T y.
We say that T , depth-*rst, is spanning if V (T )=VH , which implies that for every
e∈EH − NT of rank at least 2 we have (D2).
The existence of T depth-*rst and spanning in H implies that H is connected. In [9]
we de*ned directly the notion of a depth-*rst spanning hypertree. Here, we consider
depth-*rst hypertrees that are possibly not spanning, in order to extend to hypergraphs
the proof of Proposition 1.1, and in particular, the inductive assertion (H2). A hypertree
in a connected hypergraph is depth-*rst and spanning if and only if it is depth-*rst
spanning in the sense of [9].
The connected hypergraph H with set of vertices {1; : : : ; 9}, and hyperedges {1; 9},
{2; 8}, {3; 7}, {1; 4; 5}, {2; 4; 6}, {3; 5; 6} has no depth-*rst spanning hypertree, because
any such hypertree should contain all hyperedges, but H is not a hypertree. This
motivates the restriction of Theorem 1.4 to special hypergraphs. A hypergraph is special
if some vertex s, called a special vertex, is adjacent to each other vertex by a hyperedge
of rank 2, i.e., by an edge. An edge incident with s is called a special edge.
Theorem 1.4. Every special hypergraph with special edge r has a depth-:rst and
spanning hypertree with root r.
We need the notion of attachment vertex, similar to the one used in the proof
of Proposition 1.1. If T is a hypertree in a hypergraph H , we denote by H − T the
subhypergraph K =H [EK ] of H with set of hyperedges EK ={e∈EH =VertH (e)∩
V (T ) = ∅}. If C is a subhypergraph of H − T we let:
Att(C; T ) = {u ∈ V (T ) = for some e ∈ EH ;
VertH (e) ∩ VC = ∅; and {u} = VertH (e) ∩ V (T )}:
We call Att(C; T ) the set of attachment vertices of C to T.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let H be a special hypergraph with special hyperedge r. We
enumerate VH as {v1; v2; v3; : : : ; vn; : : :} with v1 = s, the special vertex. We will construct
an increasing sequence of hypertrees in H :
T1 ⊆ T2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ti ⊆ · · ·
such that, for every i:
(C1) Ti is a depth-*rst hypertree in H , its root is r and vi ∈V (Ti),
(C2) for every connected subhypergraph K of H − Ti the set Att(K; Ti) is linearly
quasi-ordered by 6Ti (linearly quasi-ordered means that any two elements are
comparable with respect to 6Ti .)
We let T1 consist just of the root r, so that (C1) and (C2) hold trivially.
We construct Ti+1 from Ti as follows. If vi+1∈V (Ti) we let Ti+1=Ti. Otherwise, we let
C be the connected component ofH−Ti containing vi+1. The set A=Att(C; Ti) is nonempty
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(it contains at least v1) and linearly quasi-ordered under 6Ti since Ti satis*es (C2).
By this linearity property, we can choose x∈A such that x6Ti x′ for all x′ ∈A. We let
e∈NTi be such that x∈V (Ti; e); this e is unique, it does not depend on the choice of x.
We now choose f∈EH −NTi such that VertH (f)∩V (Ti)={x} and VertH (f)∩VC =
∅. Let P be a hyperpath in C ∪ {f} (namely the subhypergraph C augmented with
the hyperedge f and its vertices not in C) linking f to some hyperedge g such that
vi+1 ∈VertH (g). This path is empty if vi+1 ∈VertH (f) (in this case g=f). There is at
least one such hyperpath by Lemma 1.2, since C ∪ {f} is connected.
We extend Ti into Ti+1 by adding f as new successor of e, and the hyperedges of
VP in such a way that g is a leaf of Ti+1. Hence Ti+1 is a hypertree in H , its root is
r; Ti⊆Ti+1 and vi+1 ∈V (Ti+1).
We check (C1), i.e., that Ti+1 is depth-*rst. Let h∈EH − NTi+1 having at least two
vertices in V (Ti+1). We want to prove that it has two vertices that are comparable
under 6Ti+1 .
Case 1: h has two vertices in V (Ti). Then, it has two vertices comparable under
6Ti because Ti is depth-*rst, and these two are comparable under 6Ti+1 .
Case 2: h has two vertices in VP . They are comparable under 6Ti+1 by construction
of Ti+1.
Case 3: h has exactly two vertices in V (Ti+1), one of them, say u, in VP−{x}, and
the other, w, in V (Ti)− {x}. Hence w∈Att(C; Ti) and so x6Ti w.
It follows that u6Ti+1 x6Ti+1 w. Hence u; w are comparable, as desired, and (C1)
holds.
It remains to check condition (C2). Let K be a connected subhypergraph of H−Ti+1.
We must prove that Att(K; Ti+1) is linearly quasi-ordered under 6Ti+1 . Observe that
H − Ti+1⊆H − Ti. Hence K is contained in C or is disjoint from it. We have
Att(K; Ti+1) ⊆ VP ∪ Att(K; Ti): (∗)
Case 1: K ⊆C. Then Att(K; Ti)⊆Att(C; Ti). The result holds, using (∗) because the
vertices in VP are all 6Ti+1 -smaller than x, and linearly quasi-ordered, and those in
Att(C; Ti) are all 6Ti+1 -larger than x and linearly quasi-ordered under 6Ti by (C2)
applied to C in Ti, whence also under 6Ti+1 .
Case 2: K and C are disjoint. We *rst observe that if u belongs to VertH (f) then
u6Ti+1 x.
Let us assume that Att(K; Ti+1) has an element u in VP − VertH (f). Consider h,
a hyperedge of EH that has vertices in K and u as single vertex in V (Ti+1). This
hyperedge has no vertex in V (Ti), hence it belongs to the connected component C
(because u is in C) and then K ⊆C contradicting the hypothesis.
Hence by (∗), Att(K; Ti+1)⊆Att(K; Ti)∪VertH (f). Consider any two vertices u and
v in Att(K; Ti+1). If they are both in Att(K; Ti) they are comparable with respect to
6Ti since (C2) holds for K and Ti, hence they are comparable with respect to 6Ti+1 .
If u is in VertH (f) and v is in Att(K; Ti) then we have u6Ti+1 x6Ti v by the initial
remark and the choice of x. If they are both in VertH (f) they are comparable with
respect to 6Ti+1 by the de*nition of 6Ti+1 . Hence in all cases, they are comparable
with respect to 6Ti+1 which establishes (C2).
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We now de*ne T as the union of the hypertrees Ti; i¿ 1. It is a hypertree in H
with root r and V (T )=VH (since each vertex belongs to some V (Ti)). It is depth-*rst
because for every hyperedge h∈EH , there is i such that VertH (h)⊆V (Ti) and, since
h has at least two vertices and Ti is depth-*rst, h has two vertices, say x; y, such that
x6Ti y, whence x6T y. The hypertree T is spanning since V (T )=VH .
Let us consider what this theorem means for a hypergraph H with all hyperedges
of rank 2, i.e., for a graph with a vertex s adjacent to all other vertices. We know that
by Proposition 1.1 there is in H a depth-*rst spanning tree T with root s. Its edges
form a depth-*rst spanning hypertree in H with root any edge of the tree T incident
with s. Hence, Proposition 1.1 yields the result of Theorem 1.4.
The reader may ask why we do not use a depth-*rst spanning tree of the graph K(H)
associated with a connected hypergraph H . The reason is that if H is undirected, we are
unable to construct K(H) from H by monadic second-order formulas. See the comments
following Lemma 1.5. (To be precise, the mapping K is not (2,2)-de*nable.) Hence,
we need to de:ne :rst an orientation of H by MS formulas, and we do not know
how to do that without depth-*rst and spanning hypertrees (used in Proposition 2.2).
1.4. Relational structures and monadic second-order logic
Let R be a *nite set of symbols where each element r in R has a rank *(r) in N+.
A symbol r in R is a *(r)-ary relation symbol. An R-(relational) structure is a tuple
S = 〈Ds; (rs)r∈R〉 where Ds is a *nite or countable set, called the domain of S, and rs
is a subset of D*(r)s for each r in R. We will denote by S(R) the class of R-structures.
Two isomorphic structures will be considered as equal. We will not discuss this point
in proofs. The context will make clear when we need concrete structures or structures
up to isomorphism.
The MS formulas, intended to describe properties of R-structures S (for *xed R),
are written with variables of two types, namely lower case letters x; x′; y; : : : denoting
elements of Ds, and upper case letters X; Y; Y ′; : : : denoting subsets of Ds. The atomic
formulas are of the forms x=y; x ∈ X; r(x1; : : : ; xn) (where r is in R and n= *(r)),
and formulas are formed with propositional connectives and quanti*cations over the
two kinds of variables. For every *nite set W of object and set variables, we denote
by L(R;W ) the set of all formulas that are written with relational symbols from R
and have their free variables in W . If S is an R-structure, ’ ∈ L(R;W ), and . is a
W -assignment in S (i.e., .(X ) is a subset of Ds for a set variable X , and .(x) ∈ Ds
for an object variable x; we write this . :W → S to be short), we write (S; .) |=’ if
and only if ’ holds in S with the values of the free variables of ’ being de*ned by
.. We write S |=’ in the case where ’ has no free variable.
Graphs and hypergraphs can be represented in several ways by relational structures.
Our purpose is to use MS formulas to write some of their properties through their
various representations.
For a directed graph G, we let |G|1 = 〈VG; edgG〉 and |G|2 = 〈DG; incG〉 where DG :=
VG ∪EG; edgG is the set of pairs (x; y) such that some edge links x to y, and incG is
the set of triples (e; x; y) such that the edge e links x to y.
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If G is undirected, the de*nitions are similar with “x and y”, instead of “x to y” .
Thus edgG is symmetric (because edges have no direction).
For representing a hypergraph H where all hyperedges are of rank k, we do similarly
with a k-ary relation symbol edg and a (k+1)-ary relation inc. Hence, in particular, if H
is undirected, edgH (x1; : : : ; xk) holds if and only if {x1; : : : ; xk}=VertH (e) for some hy-
peredge e, and incH (e; x1; : : : ; xk) holds if and only if e∈EH and {x1; : : : ; xk}=VertH (e).
For a hypergraph with hyperedges of various ranks bounded by some integer, we over-
load the symbols edg and inc and use them for sequences of arguments of various
lengths.
An MS1 formula (MS2 formula) is an MS formula written with the relation symbol
edg (the relation symbol inc). It is intended to express a property of a structure of the
form |H |1 (resp. |H |2), where H is a graph or a hypergraph.
We will say that a property P of the hypergraphs H of a class C is expressed by a
logical formula ’ via the representation |H | if, for every H in C, the property P(H)
holds if and only if |H | |=’. In particular, we will say that a property of hypergraphs
is MSi-de:nable (where i is 1 or 2), if it is expressible by an MSi-formula, via the
representation |−|i.
The structure |H |1 is less expressive than |H |2 for representing properties of a hy-
pergraph H by MS formulas for the obvious reason that one cannot express “in” |H |1
properties dealing with multiple edges. However, this is also the case if H is assumed
to be simple. For instance, the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle, or of a spanning tree
of out-degree at most 2 in a simple graph are MS2-de*nable properties that are not
MS1-de*nable. (See [10, Proposition 5.2.9].)
We are interested in classes of graphs and hypergraphs C for which there exists an
algorithm f transforming an MS2-formula  into an MS1-formula f( ), such that for
every H in C, f( ) holds in |H |1 if and only if  holds in |H |2. For such a class,
MS2 and MS1 are equally expressive.
However, the drawback of this formulation is that it says nothing on
formulas with free variables. And these formulas are useful for algorithmic appli-
cations [12–14]. We will use an alternate formulation, based on trans-
formations of relational structures, called monadic second-order de:nable
transductions of relational structures. (This notion is an adaptation of that of inter-
pretation used in *rst-order logic for de*ning interreductions between theories.
See [7].)
Let R and Q be two *nite ranked sets of relation symbols.
The idea is to de*ne from S ∈ S(R), a Q-structure T with domain included in
Ds×{1; : : : ; k}. Taking a subset of the product with {1; : : : ; k} is important because it
makes possible to de*ne T with a larger domain than S (but k is *xed). This subset
is de*ned by (*xed) MS formulas and so are the relations of T . Furthermore, T can
be de*ned (in a unique way) from S and some auxiliary subsets of Ds speci*ed by
parameters.
Let W be a *nite set of set variables, called the parameters. A (Q; R)-de:nition
scheme is a tuple of formulas of the form
1 = (’;  1; : : : ;  k ; (2w)w∈Q∗k)
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where
k ¿ 0; Q∗k := {(q; j)=q∈Q; j∈{1; : : : ; k}*(q)};
’∈L(R;W );
 i ∈L(R;W ∪ {x1}) for i = 1; : : : ; k;
2w ∈L(R;W ∪ {x1; : : : ; x*(q)}); for w = (q; j)∈Q∗k:
We now explain how these formulas are used.
Let S ∈S(R), let . be a W -assignment in S. A Q-structure T with domain
DT ⊆Ds × {1; : : : ; k} is de:ned by 1 in (S; .) if:
(i) (S; .) |=’,
(ii) DT = {(d; i)=d∈Ds; i∈{1; : : : ; k}; (S; .; d) |=  i},
(iii) for each q in Q:
qT = {((d1; i1); : : : ; (dt; it))∈ (DT )t =(S; .; d1; : : : ; dt) |= 2(q;j)};
where j=(i1; : : : ; it) and t= *(q).
(By (S; .; d1; : : : ; dt) |= 2(q; j), we mean (S; .′) |= 2(q;j), where .′ is the assignment ex-
tending ., such that .′(xi)=di for all i=1; : : : ; t and similarly for (S; .; d) |=  i:) Since
T is associated in a unique way with S, . and 1 whenever it is de*ned, i.e., whenever
(S; .) |=’, we can use the functional notation def1(S; .) for T .
The transduction de:ned by 1 is the relation:
def1 := {(S; T )=T = def1(S; .) for some W -assignment . in S }⊆S(R)×S(Q):
A transduction f⊆S(R)×S(Q) is MS-de:nable (or is an MS-transduction) if
it is equal to def1 for some (Q; R)-de*nition scheme 1. We also consider def1 as a
mapping from S(R) to the power set of S(Q) by letting def1(S)= {T=(S; T )∈ def1}.
These de*nitions apply to graphs and hypergraphs via their representations by rela-
tional structures of two types, as explained above.
We say that a binary relation 5 on hypergraphs is an (i; j)-de:nable MS-transduction,
where i and j belong to {1; 2} if the relation {(|H |i ; |H ′|j)=(H;H ′)∈ 5} is an MS-
transduction.
A special case of interest is when the identity is an (1, 2)-de*nable MS-transduction
on a class of graphs (or hypergraphs). This means that by means of MS formulas, one
can specify the edges (or hyperedges) as pairs (x; i) of vertices x and numbers i in
a *xed *nite set, and in such a way that the incidences between vertices and edges
coded so are de*nable by MS-formulas on vertices.
An essential tool is the Backwards Translation Lemma, Lemma 1.5. It says that
if T = def1(S; .) then the monadic second-order properties of T can be expressed as
monadic second-order properties of (S; .).
Let 1=(’;  1; : : : ;  k ; (2w)w∈Q∗k) be a (Q; R)-de*nition scheme, written with a set of
parameters W . Let V be a set of set variables disjoint from W . For every variable X in
V , for every i=1; : : : ; k, we let Xi be a new variable. We let V ′ :={Xi=X ∈V; i=1; : : : ; k}.
For every mapping 6 :V ′ → P(DS), we let 6k :V → P(DS ×{1; : : : ; k}) be de*ned by
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6k(X )= 6(X1)×{ 1 }∪· · ·∪6(Xk)×{k}. (Note that every mapping from V to P(DS ×
{1; : : : ; k}) is of this form.) With these notations we can state [7,9,10]:
Lemma 1.5. For every formula 7 in L(Q; V ), one can construct a formula 7′ in
L(R; V ′ ∪W ) satisfying the following:
For every S in S(R), for every assignment . :W → S, for every assignment 6 :V ′ →
S, we have:
(i) def1(S; .) is de:ned, 6k is a V-assignment in def1(S; .), and (def1(S; .); 6k) |= 7
if and only if
(ii) (S; 6 ∪ .) |= 7′.
In particular, if the identity is an (1, 2)-de*nable MS-transduction on a class of
graphs (or hypergraphs), then every MS2 formula can be translated into an MS1 formula
expressing the same property of the graphs or hypergraphs of this class.
From this lemma, we get also that the composition of two MS-transductions is an
MS-transduction, and that, if a class L of relational structures has a decidable MS-
theory (which means that given any MS formula, one can decide whether it is satis*ed
in some structure of L) and 5 is an MS-transduction, then 5(L) has also a decidable
MS-theory. See [9] for more details.
We illustrate these de*nitions and Lemma 1.5 with an example.
It is not hard to see that the mapping K from hypergraphs of rank at most m to graphs
(de*ned in Section 1.1) is a (1,1)-de*nable MS-transduction. Since the connectivity
of a graph is MS1-de*nable, the connectivity of a hypergraph of rank at most m is
MS1-de*nable. This follows from Lemma 1.5.
We now consider the mapping K˜ from directed hypergraphs of rank at most m to
directed graphs. It is also (1,1)-de*nable. It follows in particular from Lemma 1.5 that
the acyclicity of a hypergraph of rank at most m is MS1-de*nable, since the acyclicity
of a directed graph is [10, Lemma 5.2.8].
This mapping is also (2, 2)-de*nable. The edges of G= K˜(H) are de*ned as triples
(e; i; j) where e is a hyperedge and 16 i¡j6 rank(e). A pair (i; j) as above can be
coded by an integer between 1 and m(m−1). Hence, the edges of G can be represented
as pairs (e; n) where e is a hyperedge of H and 16 n6m(m−1). The source and the
target of such an edge can be determined by MS-formulas, thanks to the orientation
of e. Hence, we obtain that K˜ is a (2, 2)-de*nable MS-transduction (we omit further
details). So is K , on directed hypergraphs.
This construction does not apply to the mapping K on undirected hypergraphs, be-
cause we miss the availability of the ordering on the vertices of hyperedges. However,
it is (2, 2)-de*nable since, as we will see in Theorem 2.3, there exists a (2, 2)-de*nable
MS-transduction that orients hypergraphs of rank at most m, and since the composition
of two MS-transductions is an MS-transduction.
1.5. Tree-width and clique-width
Tree-width is a graph complexity measure which is the paradigm of parametrized
complexity. We refer to the book by Downey and Fellows [16] or to the survey by
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Bodlaender [2]. We only recall that for each k, every graph property expressible in
MS2 is testable in linear time on graphs of tree-width at most k. Some NP complete
properties like Hamiltonicity, fall in this category.
Clique-width is somewhat similar. It is studied in [12,15]. We review the de*nition.
We consider graph operations dealing with simple k-graphs, i.e., simple graphs (di-
rected or not) where each vertex is given one and only one color among {1; : : : ; k}.
One binary operation is disjoint union. The unary operations are *i→j which colors by
j every vertex originally colored by i, 9i; j for i = j which adds to the graph directed
edges from every vertex colored by i to every vertex colored by j, 6i; j for i = j which
adds similarly undirected edges. Basic graphs are vertices colored by 1. Every *nite
simple graph can be de*ned by a k-expression, i.e., an algebraic expression built with
these operations (and colors limited to 1; : : : ; k) for some k. Its clique-width is the min-
imal such k. Cliques have clique-width 2. Every graph of tree-width k has clique-width
2O(k).
For each k, each MS1-de*nable graph property of a graph of clique-width k is
testable in linear time from the k-expression (3-colorability is MS1 but Hamiltonicity
is not). The complexity of constructing a k-expression from the graph is presently not
known.
Hence to summarize, MS2 is more powerful as a language than MS1 but linear
algorithms are derivable from MS2 formulas for smaller classes of graphs.
We recall results from Courcelle and Engelfriet [11,18] showing the close connec-
tions between MS logic and graph complexity measures like tree-width and clique-
width.
Theorem 1.6. A set of :nite simple graphs L is contained in the image of the set of
:nite binary trees under a (1; 1)-de:nable (resp. a (1; 2)-de:nable) MS-transduction
if and only if it has bounded clique-width (resp. bounded tree-width).
2. De+nition of orientation in countable hypergraphs by MS2 formulas
The main result of this section is Theorem 2.5 stating that in directed graphs of
indegree at most k, one can de*ne by MS1 formulas a binary relation on the set of
vertices which is a linear order on the set of predecessors of each vertex. The proof
uses auxiliary results formulated in terms of hypergraphs. In particular, we prove that
MS formulas can de*ne orientations of countable undirected hypergraphs of bounded
rank. We will use an induction on the rank, hence we will start by orienting countable
graphs.
From the graph theoretical point of view, all these de*nitions of orderings and
orientations are straightforward. But the diHculty is to formalize them by MS formulas.
Let C be a class of undirected graphs (or hypergraphs), and 2(X1; : : : ; Xn) and !(X1;
: : : ; Xn; x; y) be two MS2 formulas. We say that (2; !) orients the graphs (or hyper-
graphs) in C if:
(i) For every H ∈C there exists an n-tuple (X1; : : : ; Xn) of subsets of VH∪EH such that
(|H |2; X1; : : : ; Xn) |= 2:
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(ii) For every H ∈C, for every such tuple X1; : : : ; Xn the binary relation:
{(x; y) ∈ VH ∪ EH =(|H |2; X1; : : : ; Xn; x; y) |= !}
is a linear order on each set VertH (e); e∈EH .
These linear orders make thus H into a directed graph or hypergraph. The orien-
tations de*ned in this way have a special property: if two hyperedges e and f share
two vertices x and y, then these vertices are in the same relative order in e and in
f. This order is determined from a single binary relation on vertices. In particular, a
graph oriented in this way has no pair of opposite edges.
We say that (2; !) as above orients acyclically the graphs (or hypergraphs) in C
if the resulting directed graphs or hypergraphs are acyclic, for every tuple X1; : : : ; Xn
satisfying 2.
Theorem 2.1. There exists a pair of MS2-formulas that orients acyclically all graphs.
There exists a (2, 2)-de:nable MS-transduction that associates with every graph at
least one (acyclic) orientation of this graph.
Proof. This result is proved in [9, Theorem 3.2] for *nite graphs. The proof is based
on the existence of a depth-*rst spanning tree in every *nite connected graph. It extends
immediately to countable connected graphs by means of Proposition 1.1.
The proof given in [9] for *nite (not necessarily connected) graphs de*nes a formula
2(U; X ) expressing that X is a set of vertices, such that X has one and only one vertex
in each connected component, and U is the union of the sets of edges of depth-*rst
spanning trees, one for each connected component, with roots in X . The formula !
de*nes a partial order 6 such that x6y if and only if y is on the (necessarily unique)
path having all its edges in U that links x and a vertex of X . Any two adjacent vertices
in the graph are comparable under 6 since the trees are depth-*rst.
From the partial order 6 on VG de*ned by (2; !) and a pair (U; X ) satisfying 2,
one de*nes an orientation H of G by deciding that an edge e linking x and y in G
will link x to y in H if x6y, and will link y to x in H if y6 x. (Note that x and
y are comparable as observed above.) This orientation is acyclic.
This de*nition can be put in the form of a (2, 2)-de*nable MS-transduction taking
U and X as parameters.
We now consider hypergraphs. Let C be a class of undirected hypergraphs. We say
that a pair of MS2 formulas of the form (2(X1; : : : ; Xn); ;(X1; : : : ; Xn; e; x)) splits the
hyperedges of the hypergraphs in C if
(i) for every H ∈C, there exists an n-tuple (X1; : : : ; Xn) of subsets of VH ∪ EH such
that (|H |2; X1; : : : ; Xn) |= 2,
(ii) for every H ∈C, for every such n-tuple, for every e∈EH of rank at least 2, the set
of elements x∈VH ∪EH such that (|H |2; X1; : : : ; Xn; e; x) |= ; is a proper nonempty
subset of VertH (e), that we will denote by V1(e) (the mapping V1 depends actually
on 2; ;; X1; : : : ; Xn assumed to be known from the context).
Our objective is to orient hypergraphs. The hyperedge splitting is an intermediate
step making it possible to perform an induction on the rank. The base case is that of
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a graph. Splitting an edge is nothing but distinguishing a source and a target, hence
de*ning a direction for this edge.
Proposition 2.2. For every k¿ 2, we can construct a pair of MS2-formulas that splits
the hyperedges of hypergraphs in UHk.
Proof. We *rst explain how to construct (2; ;) that splits the hyperedges of every
special hypergraph in UHk. Our main tool is Theorem 1.4 that concerns only special
hypergraphs. Later we will extend the result to the full class UHk.
We will use parameters S; N; X1; : : : ; Xk subject to the following conditions expressed
by an MS2 formula 2(S; N; X1; : : : ; Xk), and relative to some H ∈UHk:
(T1) S = {s; r}; s∈VH ; r ∈EH ; r is an edge incident with s, and H is a special
hypergraph with special vertex s,
(T2) N ⊆EH ; r ∈N , and N is the set of nodes of a depth-*rst and spanning hypertree
T of H with root r,
(T3) Xi⊆VH for each i=1; : : : ; k, and the sets X1; : : : ; Xk de*ne a partition of V (T )
(=VH because T is spanning) such that Card(Xi ∩V (T; e))6 1 for each e∈N .
(The notation is as in Section 1.3).
One can build MS2-formulas (similar to those constructed in [9, Lemma 3.4] such
that:
• <(N; e; e′) expresses that N ⊆EH is the set of nodes of a hyperpath from e to e′ (it
can be constructed by Lemma 1.3),
• ’1(N; r) expresses that N ⊆EH is the set of nodes of a hypertree T in H with root
r (see [9, Lemma 3.4]),
• ’2(N; r; e; e′) expresses that ’1(N; r) holds, e; e′ ∈N and e′∈ SucT (e), where T is the
hypertree de*ned by N and r (see [9, Lemma 3.4]),
• ’3(N; r; e; x) expresses that ’1(N; r) holds and that x∈V (T; e) where T is de*ned
by N and r,
• ’4(N; r; x; y) expresses that ’1(N; r) holds, x; y∈VH and x¡T y where T is the
hypertree de*ned by N and r (see [9, p. 125]),
• ’5(N; r) expresses that ’1(N; r) holds and that T de*ned by N and r is depth-*rst
and spanning (i.e., T2 holds),
• ’6(N; r; X1; : : : ; Xk) expresses that ’1(N; r) holds and that condition T3 holds.
Hence an MS formula 2(S; N; X1; : : : ; Xk) can be constructed from ’1; : : : ; ’6 to ex-
press conditions T1–T3. It remains to construct ;.
For every e in EH of rank at least two, we let Min(e)= {u∈VertH (e)=there is no w
in VertH (e) with w¡T u} where T is the depth-*rst spanning hypertree of H de*ned
by N; r (see condition T2).
It is clear that Min(e) is nonempty. Hence, there is a smallest integer i such that
Min(e)∩Xi = ∅ since X1; : : : ; Xk de*ne a partition of V (T ). We want to prove that
Min(e)∩Xi is a proper subset of VertH (e).
We have one of the following 3 cases:
(1) e= r, Min(e)=VertH (r) and thus Min(e)∩Xi =Min(e) by condition T3 and
since r has two vertices,
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(2) e∈N −{r}; Min(e)=V (T; e). Hence Min(e) is a proper subset of VertH (e), and
so is Min(e)∩Xi (in these two cases, Min(e)∩Xi is a singleton by T3).
(3) e∈EH − N . We *rst consider the case where e has two vertices x and y such
that x¡Ty: thus y =∈Min(e), hence Min(e) is a proper subset of VertH (e), and so
is Min(e)∩Xi; if no such pair exists, then, since T is depth-*rst, there are two dis-
tinct vertices x and y in VertH (e) such that x∼T y, hence which are both in V (T; e′)
for some e′ ∈N . They are both in Min(e) (since there is nothing below them with
respect to ¡T ) but at least one of them is not in Min(e)∩Xi (since, by condition
T3, V (T; e′)∩Xi has at most one element). Hence Min(e)∩Xi is a proper subset of
VertH (e).
An MS-formula ;(S; N; X1; : : : ; Xk ; e; x) can be written so as to hold for e∈EH and
x∈VH ∪ EH if and only if Min(e)∩Xj = ∅ for some j, and x∈Min(e)∩Xi where i is
the smallest such integer j.
Hence, {x∈VH =(|H |2; S; N; X1; : : : ; Xk ; e; x) |= ;}, which is equal to Min(e)∩Xi, is a
proper nonempty subset of VertH (e).
The existence of S; N; X1; : : : ; Xk satisfying 2 for every special hypergraph H of rank
at most k follows from Theorem 1.4 and the fact that the sets V (T; e) have cardinality
at most k. Hence we have the desired pair of MS-formulas, but working only for
special hypergraphs.
We now consider the general case where H is not necessarily special. We make H
into a special hypergraph H+ by adding a new vertex s, and for each x∈VH , a new
edge between s and x. The transformation 5 of |H |2 into |H+|2 is an MS-transduction.
The pair (2; ;) constructed in the *rst part of the proof, which de*nes in |H+|2 a
nonempty proper subset V1(e) of VertH+(e) for each e∈EH+ , can be translated back
(by Lemma 1.5) via 5 into a pair (2′; ;′) that de*nes in |H |2, for each e∈EH , the
nonempty proper subset V1(e) of VertH (e) de*ned *rst by (2; ;). Hence (2′; ;′) is the
desired pair of formulas, working for hypergraphs in UHk.
Theorem 2.3. For every k¿ 2, we can construct a pair of MS2-formulas that orients
acyclically the hypergraphs in UHk.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. The case of hypergraphs with all hyperedges of
rank 2 is proved in Theorem 2.1, because hyperedges of rank 1 are already (trivially)
oriented. We consider the general case, k¿2.
Let (2; ;) be the pair of formulas obtained by Proposition 2.2, that splits each hy-
peredge e of rank at least 2 of a hypergraph in UHk. We let X1; : : : ; Xn be the free
variables of 2, and we *x an n-tuple of subsets of VH ∪EH also denoted by (X1; : : : ; Xn)
satisfying 2. For each hyperedge e of H of rank at least 2, we obtain a nonempty proper
subset V1(e) of VertH (e). (The notation V1(e) refers to the de*nition of a pair of for-
mulas that split hyperedges.) We obtain in this way two hypergraphs H1 and H2 in
UHk−1 such that:
VH1 = VH2 = VH ;
EH1 = EH2 = {e=e ∈ EH ; e has rank at least 2}
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and for every e in this set:
VertH1 (e) = V1(e) and
VertH2 (e) = VertH (e)− V1(e):
Hence, we have two MS-transductions mapping |H |2 (for H in UHk) to |H1|2 and
to |H2|2. (The hypergraphs H1 and H2 depend on the n-tuple (X1; : : : ; Xn) satisfying 2).
By using the induction hypothesis, we have a pair of MS2 formulas (2′; !) that
orients acyclically the hypergraphs in UHk−1. We let Y1; : : : ; Yp be the free variables
of 2′. We now use this pair for H1 and for H2. It de*nes in |H1|2 and in |H2|2 two
binary relations r1 and r2 on VH (=VH1 =VH2 ) which are linear orders on VertH1 (e) and
on VertH2 (e) for each hyperedge e of H1 and H2, respectively. Using the Backwards
Translation Lemma (Lemma 1.5), the pair (2′; !) can be translated into two pairs
(21; !1) and (22; !2) which de*ne these binary relations in |H |2. The free variables of
21 are in {X1; : : : ; Xn; Z1; : : : ; Zp} and those of 22 are in {X1; : : : ; Xn; U1; : : : ; Up}, where
Z1; : : : ; Zp and U1; : : : ; Up correspond to Y1; : : : ; Yp via the two backwards translations.
For each e∈EH , we de*ne the linear order 6e of VertH (e) as follows:
x6e y if and only if x = y;
or x; y ∈ V1(e) and r1(x; y) holds;
or x; y ∈ VertH (e)− V1(e) and r2(x; y) holds;
or x ∈ V1(e); y ∈ VertH (e)− V1(e):
The linear orders 6e are thus MS-de*nable in |H |2 in terms of subsets X1; : : : ; Xn,
Z1; : : : ; Zp; U1; : : : ; Up of VH ∪ EH satisfying 2 ∧ 21 ∧ 22 (and these sets do exist by
Proposition 2.2 and the induction hypothesis). Hence we have a (2,2)-de*nable MS-
transduction 5 that associates with every H in UHk (and by using well-chosen sets
X1; : : : ; Xn, Z1; : : : ; Zp; U1; : : : ; Up) an orientation H ′ of H .
However, H ′ is not necessarily acyclic. The linear orders 6e are not necessarily the
restriction of a single partial order, or even of a single binary relation on VH . But we
want formulas that de*ne such a relation.
An additional MS-transduction 9 can transform H ′ into an acyclic orientation of H ,
from which a partial order will be easy to obtain. We explain this *nal step.
We recall from [9, Proposition 3.10] that for each k, there exists an MS-transduction
7 that associates with |H |2 for H ∈Hk the set:
{|H ′|2=H ′ ∈ Hk; und(H ′) = und(H)}:
(The proof is given in [9] for *nite hypergraphs but works for in*nite ones as well).
The transduction 7 uses parameters W1; : : : ; Wq. By Lemma 1.5 and since acyclicity
is MS1-de*nable, (see Sections 1.1 and 1.4), one can construct an MS formula  
expressing that the orientation H ′ obtained from a q-tuple (W1; : : : ; Wq) is acyclic.
Hence, one obtains an MS-transduction 9 that associates with |H |2 for H ∈Hk the
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set of structures |H ′|2 such that H ′ is an acyclic orientation of und(H): it suHces
to replace in the de*nition scheme of 7 the *rst formula ’ by ’ ∧  . Since ev-
ery hypergraph has an acyclic orientation, the transduction 9 produces nonempty sets.
Hence by applying 9 after the MS-transduction 5 obtained in the *rst part of the
proof, one obtains a (2, 2)-de*nable MS-transduction 5′ that transforms H in UHk
into a nonempty set of acyclic orientations of H . This transduction uses parameters
X1; : : : ; Xn; Z1; : : : ; Zp; U1; : : : ; Up;W ′1 ; : : : ; W
′
q (where W
′
1 ; : : : ; W
′
q correspond to the param-
eters W1; : : : ; Wq of 9 by the backwards translation associated with 5).
The desired binary relation, call it r, can be de*ned as the reNexive and transitive
closure of the edge relation of the graph K˜(H ′′) for any hypergraph H ′′ in 5′(H). This
relation is a partial order because the graph K˜(H ′′) is acyclic, and is MS1 de*nable
in K˜(5′′(H)).
Each of these hypergraphs H ′′ is de*ned from a suitable choice of parameters
X1; : : : ; Xn; Z1; : : : ; Zp; U1; : : : ; Up;W ′1 ; : : : ; W
′
q. One obtains the desired pair (2
′′; !′′) of
MS formulas as follows: the formula 2′′ is the conjunction of 2 ∧ 21 ∧ 22 and of the
backwards translation (under 5) of ’ ∧  , which is the condition on the parameters
of 9. The formula !′′ is the backwards translation of the formula de*ning the relation
r relative to the transduction 5′.
Remark 2.4. The proof [9, Proposition 3.9, p. 128] which says that for a *nite hy-
pergraph H of rank at most m (where m is *xed), one can de*ne by MS-formulas a
partial order on vertices that is linear on each hyperedge, is incorrect because if e∈EH
and VertH (e)⊆V (T ), it may happen that the partial order 6 (we refer to the proof
in [9, p. 129]) is not linear on VertH (e). This is actually the case of hyperedge 2 of
the hypergraph H of Fig. 5, p. 123 of that article. However two vertices at least are
comparable under 6 hence one can handle this case by induction on m as done here in
the proof of Theorem 2.3. The proof of Theorem 2.3, restricted to *nite hypergraphs,
gives a correct proof [9, Proposition 3.9].
Here is now the main theorem of this section. For stating it, we denote by PredG(x)
the set of predecessors of a vertex x in a simple directed graph G, i.e., of vertices
which are the source of an edge with target x. We denote by Indeg(6 k) the set of
simple directed graphs of indegree at most k, i.e., such that every set PredG(x) has
cardinality at most k.
Theorem 2.5. For every k, there exists a pair (?(X1; : : : ; Xn), <(X1; : : : ; Xn; x; y)) of
MS1 formulas, such that, for every simple directed graph G of indegree at most k:
(i) There exists an n-tuple (X1; : : : ; Xn) of subsets of VG such that (|G|1; X1; : : : ; Xn)
|= ?.
(ii) For every such tuple X1; : : : ; Xn the binary relation:
{(x; y) ∈ VG=(|G|1; X1; : : : ; Xn; x; y) |= <}
is a linear order on each set PredG(x); x∈VG.
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Proof. With every G ∈ Indeg(6 k), we associate an undirected hypergraph H =H (G)∈
UHk de*ned as follows:
VH = VG;
EH = { Qv=v ∈ VG; Card(PredG(v))¿ 2};
VertH ( Qv) = PredG(v) for every Qv ∈ EH :
It is clear that we have an MS-transduction: |G|1 → |H (G)|2.
The pair of MS2-formulas (2; !) constructed in Theorem 2.3 that de*nes a binary
relation (actually even a partial order) on VH , for H ∈UHk, which is a linear order
on the hyperedges of H can thus be translated (by Lemma 1.5) into a pair (?; <) of
MS1-formulas that de*nes for every G ∈ Indeg(6 k) a binary relation (even a partial
order) on VG, which is a linear order on each set PredG(x).
3. Uniformly k-sparse graphs and hypergraphs
We now introduce the central notion of the paper, which subsumes, in the case of
graphs, the conditions of bounded degree, of planarity and of bounded tree-width.
A *nite hypergraph G is k-sparse if Card(EG)6 k: Card(VG). A *nite or countable
hypergraph is uniformly k-sparse if every *nite subhypergraph is k-sparse. A set of
hypergraphs C is k-sparse (uniformly k-sparse) if all its elements are so.
Since the n-clique Kn has n vertices and n(n− 1)=2 edges, the set K = {Kn=n¿ 1}
is not k-sparse for any k. Consider the set of graphs Kˆ = {Kˆm=m¿ 1} where each
graph Kˆn consists of Kn augmented with a vertex Qe linked to x and y, for every edge
e of Kn linking x and y. Since Kˆn has n(n + 1)=2 vertices and 3n(n − 1)=2 edges, it
is 3-sparse. Since Kn is a subgraph of Kˆn, the set Kˆ is not uniformly k-sparse for any
k.
We recall that an orientation of an undirected graph is a directed graph whose
underlying undirected graph is the given graph.
Lemma 3.1. (1) A graph of degree at most 2d is uniformly d-sparse.
(2) A graph is uniformly k-sparse if and only if it has an orientation of indegree
at most k.
Proof. (1) Follows from the fact that for every *nite graph G we have:
2:Card(EG) =
∑ {degG(v)=v ∈ VG}:
(2) “If ” is clear since for every *nite directed graph G:
Card(EG) =
∑ {indegG(v)=v ∈ VG}:
“Only if ” For *nite graphs this is proved as a lemma [19, Theorem 6.13]. (We will
extend this proof to hypergraphs in Lemma 3.3.)
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We now extend this result to countable graphs by means of Koenig’s lemma.
Let G be countably in*nite and uniformly k-sparse. Consider an increasing sequence
of *nite induced subgraphs of G : ∅=G0⊆G1⊆G2⊆ · · · ⊆Gi⊆ · · · such that G=
∪ {Gi=i¿ 0}. We let A be the set of pairs (i; H) such that i¿ 0; H is an orientation
of Gi of indegree at most k. For each i, there is at least one by the lemma of [19] for
*nite graphs.
We let (i; H)→ (i + 1; H ′) if and only if H =H ′[VGi ]. If H ′ has indegree at most
k, so has each of its subgraphs. It follows that (A;→) is a tree with root (0; ∅) where
(i+ 1; H ′) is a successor of (i; H) if (i; H)→ (i+ 1; H ′). Each node has *nitely many
successors. Hence this tree has an in*nite branch, say:
(0; ∅)→ (1; H1)→ (2; H2)→ · · ·→ (i; Hi)→ · · · : The graph H = ∪ {Hi=i¿ 1} is an
orientation of G of indegree at most k as one checks easily.
A *nite graph of tree-width at most k is k-sparse (by the second part of this lemma,
because it is a subgraph of a k-tree, and k-trees are constructed from a given clique
Kk by iterated addition of new vertices linked to k existing ones; it suHces to orient
arbitrarily the edges of the base k-clique, and to orient the other ones towards the new
vertices; see [2] for k-trees and graphs of tree-width k). This also holds for countable
graphs since tree-width is monotone for subgraph inclusion. A result of Mader [3,
Theorem 1.14, p. 375]) says that a *nite graph without Kp as a minor is 2p−3-sparse.
Hence countable graphs without Kp as a minor (or without any simple graph with p
vertices as a minor) are also uniformly 2p−3-sparse.
Our objective is now to de*ne orientations of bounded indegree by means of colors
given to the vertices. We *rst recall a result of [22] saying that if a *nite simple directed
graph without pairs of opposite edges has indegree at most k, then the directions
of edges can be determined from an appropriate m-coloring of the vertices where
m=m(k)= 22k(k+1)+1 − 1. Formally the authors construct (in Theorem 10) a directed
graph T =T (k) with m(k) vertices, such that edgT ∩ (edgT )−1 = ∅ (i.e., no edge has
an opposite edge) and for every *nite directed graph G of indegree at most k without
pairs of opposite edges, there is a homomorphism: G→T , i.e., a mapping ’ : VG →VT
such that, for every edge linking x to y in G, there is an edge linking ’(x) to ’(y)
in T . The existence of such a homomorphism when G is directed of indegree at most
k, without pairs of opposite edges and countable can be proved from the *nite case
by Koenig’s Lemma (as in Lemma 3.1.2).
Proposition 3.2. (1) Let k¿ 1. The property that a simple graph is uniformly k-
sparse is expressible by an MS1 formula.
(2) For each k, the mapping that associates with a simple undirected graph its
orientations of indegree at most k is a (1,1)-de:nable MS-transduction.
Proof. We use the construction of [22] recalled above. Let VT = {1; : : : ; m}, m=m(k).
Let 2(X1; : : : ; Xm) be the MS1 formula expressing the following conditions about a
simple undirected graph G given by |G|1:
(i) X1; : : : ; Xm form a partition of VG,
(ii) if x∈Xi and y∈Xj are adjacent in G, then i and j are di7erent and adjacent
in T .
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We let then G(X1; : : : ; Xm) be the orientation G′ of G de*ned as follows:
(iii) (x; y)∈ edgG′ if and only if (x; y)∈ edgG; x ∈ Xi; y∈Xj and (i; j)∈ edgT .
It is now easy to write a *rst-order formula 2(X1; : : : ; Xm) saying that, for a simple
graph G given by |G|1, the tuple (X1; : : : ; Xm) satis*es (i)–(ii) and G(X1; : : : ; Xm) has
indegree at most k. Since, by the result of [22], every orientation of G of indegree
at most k can be de*ned by such a partition, we get that the mapping that associates
with every such graph G given by |G|1 the set of structures
{|H |1=H is an orientation of G of indegree at most k}
is an MS-transduction. This establishes assertion (2).
For assertion (1), it follows from Lemma 3.1.2 that the MS1 formula ∃X1; : : : ; Xm
2(X1; : : : ; Xm) de*nes the uniformly k-sparse simple graphs.
Remark. The property that a *nite graph G is 1-sparse is not MS2 expressible. For a
counter-example consider Gn;m =Kn ⊕ Im where ⊕ denotes disjoint union and Im the
graph consisting of m isolated vertices. Then Gn;m is 1-sparse if and only if n(n −
1)=26 n+m, if and only if m¿ n(n− 3)=2. If the property “G is 1-sparse” would be
MS2-de*nable, the set L= {Gn;m=n¿ 4; m¿ n(n− 3)=2} would be MS2-de*nable. By
the results of [6,10] saying that, roughly speaking, the syntactic {⊕}-congruence ≈ of
an MS2-de*nable set of graphs has *nitely many classes, we get that for every m and
n such that Gn;m ∈L, we also have Gn;m′ ∈L for some m′ in a *nite set of integers
(independent of n). The idea is to replace Im in Gn;m by a smaller ≈-equivalent graph
Im′ , so that Gn;m′ ∈L. But this is not possible for all n by the de*nition of L.
We now extend these results to hypergraphs (for use in Section 5). An orientation
of an undirected hypergraph H is a family of linear orders, one on each set of vertices
of a hyperedge. We introduce a weaker notion.
A semi-orientation of an undirected hypergraph H is a pair S =(H; tgt) where tgt is
a mapping: EH →VH that associates with each hyperedge e one of its vertices. We will
call this vertex the target of e. We say that S is a semi-directed hypergraph. We let
indegS(v), the indegree of v in S, be the number of hyperedges e such that tgt(e)= v.
The following lemma is an extension of Lemma 3.1.2.
Lemma 3.3. Let k¿ 1. A hypergraph H is uniformly k-sparse if and only if it has
a semi-orientation S of indegree at most k.
Proof. The “if ” part is clear since for every *nite hypergraph H with a semi-orienta-
tion S:
Card(EH ) =
∑ {indegS(v)=v ∈ VH}: (∗′)
“Only if ”. In the special case of graphs, the result is the lemma of [19] used in
Lemma 3.1.2. We prove the result for *nite hypergraphs. The extension to countable
ones is by Koenig’s lemma as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.2. We *rst observe using
(∗′) above that if a *nite hypergraph H is k-sparse and semi-directed (by tgt), then
∑ {indegS(v)=v ∈ VH}6 k:Card(VH );
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where S =(H; tgt). Hence, we must have indegS(w)¡k for some w if, for some v, we
have indegS(v)¿k.
Consider now H *nite and uniformly k-sparse. Let tgt be any semi-orientation of H ,
and S =(H; tgt). We say that a vertex v is bad if indegS(v)¿k. We let the badness of
tgt be
∑ {indegS(v)−k=v is bad}. We are looking for a semi-orientation of badness 0.
Let the chosen semi-orientation tgt have positive badness: we will transform it into
tgt′ of smaller badness. Let v be a bad vertex. Let X be the smallest subset of EH
containing all the hyperedges with target, either v or a vertex of some hyperedge in X .
We let V (X ) denote the union of the sets of vertices VertH (e); e∈X . Then H [X ] is k-
sparse, hence by the initial observation, it has a vertex w such that indegS(w)¡k. Since
X is de*ned as a transitive closure, there exists a sequence of hyperedges e1; : : : ; en
in X and a sequence of pairwise distinct vertices v1; v2; : : : ; vn = v in V (X ) such that
w∈VertH (e1); tgt(ei)= vi for each i=1; : : : ; n. We now de*ne tgt′ on EH from tgt as
follows:
tgt′(e1) = w;
tgt′(ei) = vi−1 for i = 2; : : : ; n;
tgt′(e) = tgt(e) for e ∈ EH − {e1; : : : ; en}:
It is clear that in S ′ := (H; tgt′) we have
indegS′(v) = indegS(v)− 1;
indegS′(x) = indegS(x) for x ∈ VH − {v; w};
indegS′(w) = indegS(w) + 16 k:
Hence the badness of tgt′ is equal to the badness of tgt minus 1. By repeating
this step one obtains a function tgt of badness 0, hence a semi-orientation of H as
desired.
The following technical lemma will be used in Section 5 in order to de*ne semi-
orientations of hypergraphs by MS formulas, as we did in Proposition 3.2 for graphs,
and again with the help of the colorings obtained from [22].
With a semi-directed hypergraph S =(H; tgt), we associate a simple directed graph
D=Dir(S) de*ned as follows:
VD = VH ;
ED = {[x; y]=x; y ∈ VD; x =y; x ∈ VertH (e); y = tgt(e) for some e ∈ EH};
VertD([x; y]) = (x; y) for [x; y] ∈ ED:
Lemma 3.4. Let k¿ 1 and m¿ 2. Let H be a hypergraph of rank at most m having
a semi-orientation of indegree at most k. It has a semi-orientation S of indegree at
most mk2 such that the directed graph Dir(S) has no pair of opposite edges.
Proof. Again we prove this for H *nite and the case where H is countable follows
easily from Koenig’s lemma, as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.2. Let us consider H of
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rank at most m, and S =(H; tgt) a semi-orientation of H . A vertex v is bad for S if
v→w and w→ v in Dir(S) for some w. We assume that
(i) every bad vertex has indegree at most k in S,
(ii) the other vertices have indegree at most mk2.
We will modify tgt into tgt′ such that (i) and (ii) still hold for S ′=(H; tgt′) and
S ′ has less bad vertices than S. By repeating this step *nitely many times, we will
obtain a semi-orientation of H without bad vertices and with indegree at most mk2 as
desired.
We do that as follows. Let v be a bad vertex. Let e1; : : : ; el; l6 k be the hyperedges
e in S such that tgt(e)= v. Let X =V ({e1; : : : ; el})− {v}. (V ({e1; : : : ; el}) denotes the
union of the sets of vertices of e1; : : : ; el). Hence Card(X )6 k(m− 1).
Let Y be the set of hyperedges e such that v∈VertH (e) and tgt(e)∈X . The cardinal-
ity of Y is at most k 2 (m−1) since every such tgt(e) is bad, hence of indegree at most
k. We transform tgt into tgt′ by letting tgt′(e)= v for each e∈Y and tgt′(e)= tgt(e)
for e∈EH − Y . For S ′=(H; tgt′) we have:
indegS′(v)6 k + k2(m− 1)6mk2
and
indegS′(x)6 indegS(x) for x ∈ VH − {v}:
In Dir(S ′) there are no two opposite edges v→ x and x→ v for any x∈VH − {v},
i.e., v is not bad in S ′. Furthermore, if x; y∈VH −{v} and x→y in Dir(S ′), then this
edge “comes from” a hyperedge not in {e1; : : : ; el}∪Y , hence was present in Dir(S).
It follows that bad vertices in S ′ were already bad in S, hence the number of bad
vertices has decreased by at least one. Properties (i) and (ii) still hold in S ′.
4. MS2 versus MS1 for sparse graphs
4.1. The :rst main theorem
Theorem 4.1 is our *rst main theorem. An informal statement is given in the intro-
duction.
We want to have classes C of directed or undirected simple graphs such that there
exists an MS-transduction that de*nes |G|2 from |G|1 for each G ∈C. As in [9] we
say in this case that the identity is a (1,2)-de:nable MS transduction on C.
Since an MS-transduction transforms a structure S into a structure T with Card(DT )6
k:Card(DS) for some *xed k, the *nite graphs in a class C as above are necessarily
(k − 1)-sparse. Our main result is a kind of converse.
Theorem 4.1. (i) For each k, the identity is a (1; 2)-de:nable MS transduction on the
class USk of uniformly k-sparse, :nite or countable, simple, directed or undirected
graphs.
(ii) The same properties of the graphs in USk are expressible by MS1 and by MS2
formulas.
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Proof. (i) We *rst prove the case of undirected simple graphs. We de*ne the trans-
formation |G|1→|G|2 as the composition of several MS-transductions. The *rst one 9
maps |G|1 to |G′|1 where G′ is an orientation of G of indegree at most k (there exists
one by Lemma 3.1.2). The transduction 9 exists by Proposition 3.2.2.
The second one 7 maps |G′|1 to (|G′|1; R) where R is a binary relation on VG′ which
is linear on each set PredG′(x); x∈VG′ . We know its existence by Theorem 2.5. A
third one . maps (|G′|1; R) to |G′|2. We can construct it such that the domain D of
|G′|2 is as follows:
D = {(v; i)=v ∈ VG′ ; 06 i6Card(PredG′(v))}:
An element (v; 0) of D represents the vertex v of G′. An element (v; i) of D; i¿ 1
represents the unique edge from u to v where u is the ith element of PredG′(v)
with respect to the linear order induced by the relation R. (It is unique since G
is simple.) This transduction uses no parameter. For each i, a *rst-order formula
Bi(u; v) written in terms of R can express that u is the ith element of PredG′(v).
The incidence relation incG′ is de*nable by an MS formula, hence . is an MS-
transduction.
Finally, we let ?, that maps |G′|2 to |G|2, be the MS-transduction representing und. Its
e7ect is to de*ne incG(e; u; v) as: incG′(e; u; v) ∨ incG′(e; v; u). The desired transduction
is thus: ? ◦ . ◦ 7 ◦ 9. It is an MS-transduction since MS-transductions are closed under
composition, and it de*nes |G|2 from |G|1 for every uniformly k-sparse undirected
simple graph G.
We now consider the case of simple directed graphs. We let H be directed, simple
and uniformly k-sparse. The graph und(H) is not necessarily simple, because H may
have opposite edges, say e linking x to y and e′ linking y to x. We let G be the
simple graph obtained from und(H) by fusing any two edges with same sets of ends.
It is clearly simple and uniformly k-sparse.
We let ” map |H |1 to (|G|1; edgH ). The transduction . ◦ 7 ◦ 9 de*ned from the above
9, 7, . maps (|G|1; edgH ) to (|G′|2; edgH ). We need an additional transduction 6 map-
ping (|G′|2; edgH ) to |H |2, that we can describe as follows. It de*nes:
VH as VG′ ×{0}; and EH ⊆EG′ ×{1; 2} such that:
EH = {(e; 1)=e ∈ EG′ ; e links x to y in G′ and edgH (x; y) holds}
∪ {(e; 2)=e ∈ EG′ ; e links x to y in G′ and edgH (y; x) holds}:
We de*ne incH in |H |2 such that:
incH ((e; 1); x; y) holds if and only if e links x to y in G′;
incH ((e; 2); x; y) holds if and only if e links y to x in G′:
Finally the desired transduction is 6 ◦ . ◦ 7 ◦ 9 ◦ ” which maps |H |1 to |H |2 for every
simple directed graph H that is uniformly k-sparse.
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(ii) That every MS1 formula can be translated into an equivalent MS2 formula is
true for all graphs. For each class USk we have an opposite translation, by (i) and
Lemma 1.5.
Corollary 4.2. For every class of :nite graphs C included in USk, we have the
following properties:
(i) C is MS1-de:nable if and only if it is MS2-de:nable.
(ii) C has bounded tree-width if and only if it has bounded clique-width.
Proof. (i) A special case of Theorem 4.1(ii).
(ii) “If ”. Let C have bounded clique-width. By Theorem 1.6, it is contained in
the image of the set of *nite binary trees under a (1, 1)-de*nable MS-transduction.
By composition with the (1, 2)-de*nable identity (Theorem 4.1), it is contained in the
image of the same set of trees under a (1, 2)-de*nable MS-transduction. Hence it has
bounded tree-width by Theorem 1.6.
The “Only if ” direction holds in general, for *nite simple directed or undirected
graphs by Courcelle and Olariu [15].
Hence, the same condition of uniform k-sparseness collapses two otherwise proper
inclusions, that of the family of MS2-de*nable sets of simple graphs onto that of MS1-
de*nable ones, and that of the family of sets of graphs of bounded clique-width onto
that of sets of bounded tree-width.
4.2. Consequences for the theory of algorithms
It is well known that graph properties expressible by MS formulas are decidable in
linear time over families of tree-structured graphs, like those of tree-width at most k for
each k. See [12,13,16] (where optimization and counting problems are also discussed;
here we only consider veri:cation of graph properties).
This general statement covers actually two cases.
The MS2 expressible veri*cation problems can be solved in linear time on graphs
and hypergraphs of tree-width at most k. The algorithms process in linear time the
tree representing a tree decomposition witnessing the upper bound on tree-width, but
such a tree can be obtained in linear time [2], hence the algorithms are linear in the
total numbers of vertices and edges of the input graphs (although the constants are
huge).
A fully parallel result is [12, Theorem 4]: the MS1-expressible veri*cation (and ac-
tually also optimization and counting) problems can be solved in linear time on graphs
of clique-width at most k, provided the tree representing a hierarchical decomposition
witnessing the upper bound on clique-width is given. (The complexity of *nding this
tree is yet unknown. It is polynomial for k =3 [5], at most NP for k¿ 4; see [15] on
basic properties of clique-width).
It follows from Theorem 4.1 that for each class C of *nite uniformly k-sparse simple
graphs, MS1 and MS2 are equally powerful. By Corollary 4.2, “bounded tree-width” is
equivalent to “bounded clique-width” on these classes. Hence the two theorems cover
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exactly the same problems and subclasses of C. Every MS2 veri*cation problem can
be solved in linear time on every class C as above of bounded clique-width. Since the
constructions underlying Corollary 4.2 are e7ective, one need only know k and a bound
on clique-width. However the resulting bound on tree-width (by 4.2(ii) is extremely
large, so these results are more interesting for the theory of graph algorithms than for
actual implementations.
4.3. Decidable monadic theories
We now discuss a conjecture made by Seese [23] and already considered in [9]
saying that if a set of *nite simple graphs L has a decidable MS1-theory then L⊆ 5(B)
for some (1; 1)-de*nable MS-transduction 5 (where B denotes the set of *nite binary
trees), hence has bounded clique-width by Theorem 1.6. Since conversely, every set
of graphs 5(B) for 5 as above, has a decidable MS1-theory (see [10]), this means that,
roughly speaking, only sets of trees, and sets of graphs which are “tree-structured”
can have a decidable MS1-theory. Sets of graphs having a decidable MS2-theory have
bounded tree-width, see [23] or [9].
For every simple undirected graph G, we denote by cpl(G) its edge-complement, i.e.,
the simple undirected graph (it is loop-free as are all our graphs) such that Vcpl(G) =VG
and two vertices are adjacent if and only if they are not adjacent in G. If G is simple
and directed, we de*ne a directed edge-complement also denoted by cpl(G) having an
edge from x to y( = x) if and only if there is no edge in G linking x to y. In both
cases cpl(cpl(G))=G. If L is a set of graphs, then cpl(L) denotes {cpl(G)=G ∈L}.
Proposition 4.3. Let L be a set of :nite simple directed or undirected graphs having
a decidable MS1-theory. If L or cpl(L) is uniformly k-sparse for some k then L has
bounded clique width.
By Theorem 1.6, this result means that Seese’s conjecture holds for sets of *nite
simple graphs that have either few edges, or on the contrary, are “dense”. It is still
open for intermediate cases.
Proof. The proof is the same for directed and undirected graphs. Let L be uniformly
k-sparse. Since, by Theorem 4.1, the identity on L is (1, 2)-de*nable and L has a
decidable MS1-theory, it also has a decidable MS2-theory. Hence L has bounded tree-
width [9,23]. Hence it has bounded clique-width in [15, Theorem 5.5].
If cpl(L) is uniformly k-sparse and L has a decidable MS1-theory, then cpl(L) also
has a decidable MS1-theory (because the transformation . : |G|1→|cpl(G)|1 is an MS-
transduction) hence cpl(L) has bounded clique-width by the *rst part. So has L because
for every directed or undirected graph, cpl(G) has clique-width at most twice that of
G [15, Theorem 4.1] and cpl(cpl(L))=L.
4.4. Two counterexamples
We *rst give an example of a class C of *nite directed simple graphs that is 3-
sparse, not uniformly k-sparse for any k and on which the identity is nevertheless
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(1, 2)-de*nable. Hence, Theorem 4.1(i) does not cover all classes of graphs having a
(1, 2)-de*nable identity.
We take for C the set of graphs G formed with a tournament K (i.e., any orientation
of a clique) with at least 4 vertices and for each edge e of K linking u to v, we add
a vertex Qe and two edges e1 linking Qe to u and e2 linking Qe to v. (The set und(C) has
already been used as an example in the beginning of Section 3). For G as above, and
from |G|1 with domain D=VK ∪W where W := { Qe=e∈EK}, we construct T = |G|2
with domain
D′ = D×{0} ∪W ×{1; 2; 3};
where
(v; 0) represents v in VG;
( Qe; 3) represents e in EG;
( Qe; i) represents ei in EG; for i = 1; 2:
We observe that W can be characterized as the set of vertices of G of degree 2.
Hence W and VK can be de*ned in the structure |G|1 by *rst-order formulas. Thus,
we can de*ne incT in such a way that:
incT (f; x; y) holds if and only if :
(1) f=(w; i) for some w ∈ W; some i ∈ {1; 2; 3},
(2) there is a unique pair (u; v), u; v∈VK such that edgG(w; u), edgG(w; v) and
edgG(u; v) hold, (this means that w= Qe; e∈EK and e links u to v),
(3) either i=1, x=(w; 0), y=(u; 0),
or i=2, x=(w; 0), y=(v; 0),
or i=3, x=(u; 0), y=(v; 0).
Then the structure T is isomorphic to |G|2. This example shows that, in some very
special cases, the mapping that transforms |G|2 into |G|1 can be an MS-transduction for
certain graphs that are k-sparse but not uniformly k-sparse. However, this transduction
does not work for their subgraphs.
Our second example shows that the technique of [8] cannot be used to prove Theorem
4.1(i), even for the class C of *nite uniformly 2-sparse undirected simple graphs.
In that paper, it is proved that the identity on a class C of *nite undirected sim-
ple graphs is (1, 2)-de*nable if for some *xed integer k, every graph G ∈C has an
orientation H and a coloring . :VG →{1; : : : ; k} with k colors satisfying the following
properties:
(1) . is good which means that if H has an edge x → y; it has no edge y′ →
x′ with .(x) = .(x′) and .(y) = .(y′);
(2) . is semi-strong which means that if H has two edges y→ x and y′ → x (with
y =y′) then .(y) = .(y′) (and of course .(y) = .(x); .(y′) = .(x)); this implies
that H ∈ Indeg(6 k):
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We consider the set C of graphs K ′n, n¿ 2 where K
′
n is obtained from the n-clique
Kn by the insertion of a vertex Qe on each edge e. Hence K ′n has an orientation of
indegree 2 and is thus uniformly 2-sparse, by Lemma 3.1.2.
Assume now that for some k, each K ′n has an orientation Hn and a semi-strong
coloring .n with k colors (to obtain a contradiction, we need not assume that .n is
good). If this orientation is such that x← Qe→y where e links x and y in Kn, then we
can reverse x← Qe into x→ Qe and .n is still semi-strong for this new orientation. Hence
we can assume that for every edge e of Kn we have in Hn:
either x → Qe → y; (1)
or x → Qe ← y: (2)
We *x n=2k(k + 1), we consider the undirected graph G such that VG =VKn and
two vertices x and y are linked if and only if (2) holds. Since no vertex x in Hn has
more than k incoming edges, G is the edge complement of a uniformly k-sparse graph
with n vertices, by Lemma 3.1.2.
A theorem by Turan (see [4, Theorem 1.1.1, p. 1234]) says that if an undirected
simple graph has ps vertices (p; s¿ 2) and more than p 2 s(s− 1)=2 edges (i.e., more
than the number of edges of the complete s-partite graph with s stable sets having each
p vertices), then it must have Ks+1 as a subgraph.
Let us choose p=2k + 2; s= k. Hence n=ps since n is *xed as 2k(k + 1). Then,
the edge complement of G has at most kps edges, hence G has at least n(n−1)=2−kps
edges, and this number is equal to ps((ps−1)=2− k) which is more than p2s(s−1)=2
since ps− 1− 2k =2k2 +2k− 1− 2k = 2k2− 1¿p(s− 1)= (2k+2)(k− 1)=2k2− 2.
Hence G contains Kk+1 as a subgraph. There exist in G two adjacent vertices x; y
having the same color .n (x)= .n(y). Hence .n is not a coloring of K ′n and we get a
contradiction.
4.5. The closed monadic second-order hierarchy
A consequence of Theorem 4.1 is that for every k and every closed MS2 formula  
there exists a closed MS1-formula D which is equivalent to  on all uniformly k-sparse
graphs. How are these formulas related?
We will consider the closed monadic second-order hierarchy de*ned in [1] and
considered by Matz [21]. Let us call E0 the set of *rst-order formulas. For every n, we
let En+1 be the least set of formulas containing En, their negations and closed under
*rst-order quanti*cations and existential monadic second-order quanti*cations.
In most of the MS-transductions we use, the relations of the constructed structures are
de*ned by quanti*er-free formulas over the given structures. It follows that each class
En is invariant under the Backwards Translations (recalled in Lemma 1.5) associated
with these transformations.
The most complicated transductions are those based on Theorem 2.3. The relations
of the constructed structures are de*ned by formulas in Ep where p depends linearly
on k (because of the induction on k). It follows that if an MS2 formula  belongs to
En, then its translation as an MS1-formula belongs to En+p.
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5. MS2 versus MS1 for hypergraphs
Our second main theorem, Theorem 5.2, is the extension of Theorem 4.1 to uniformly
k-sparse simple hypergraphs of rank at most m, for every m¿ 3 and k¿ 1.
We *rst present the general structure of the proof, the main part of which is Proposi-
tion 5.1. First we reduce the general case to that of m-hypergraphs, i.e., of undirected
simple hypergraphs with all hyperedges of the same size m. The case of m=2 is
Theorem 4.1. The proof is an induction on m.
Consider a uniformly k-sparse m-hypergraph H . In each hyperedge we select a vertex
called its target. We obtain thus a semi-orientation S of H (as de*ned in Section 3), and
the corresponding graph Dir(S) with directed edges from each vertex of a hyperedge
to its target. By Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, we can do that in such a way that the graph
Dir(S) has bounded indegree and has no pair of opposite edges. Hence, its orientation
(whence also S) can be de*ned by MS formulas from a vertex coloring of H , using
the result of [22] discussed before the proof of Proposition 3.2.
A hyperedge of size m of the given hypergraph H can be identi*ed with a set of
m − 1 edges of the associated graph Dir(S), hence, with a hyperedge of an (m − 1)-
hypergraph called the derived hypergraph @(S) of S, the vertices of which are the edges
of Dir(S). These vertices can be de*ned by MS formulas from the initial hypergraph
H by Theorem 4.1 that we can apply to Dir(S) (since Dir(S) has bounded indegree,
it is uniformly sparse by Lemma 3.1.2). By using the induction hypothesis, one gets
an MS-transduction mapping |H |1 to |@(S)|2 whence an MS-transduction mapping |H |1
to |H |2.
Fig. 1 shows a semi-directed 4-hypergraph S, the corresponding graph Dir(S), and
Fig. 2 shows the derived 3-hypergraph @(S).
In order to have a representation of a semi-orientation S =(H; tgt) of an m-hypergraph
H by a relational structure (we recall that tgt is a mapping: EH →VH that associates
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.
with each hyperedge one of its vertices, called its target), we de*ne:
edgS(x1; : : : ; xm) if and only if
edgH (x1; : : : ; xm) and xm = tgt(e);
where e is the hyperedge of H with set of vertices {x1; : : : ; xm}.
We let |S|1 = 〈VH ; edgS〉. We recall that the indegree (in S) of a vertex v is the
number of hyperedges e such that tgt(e)= v.
For m¿ 2, k¿ 1 we let USHk;m denote the class of undirected uniformly k-sparse
simple m-hypergraphs.
Proposition 5.1. Let m¿ 2, k¿ 1.
(1) There exists an MS-transduction that associates with |H |1, for every H in
USHk;m, a structure |S|1 where S is a semi-orientation of H of indegree at most
mk2.
(2) There exists an MS-transduction that associates with |H |1, for every H in
USHk;m, a structure |H ′|2 where H ′ is an orientation of H.
Proof. (1) If m=2, we have the desired transduction by Lemma 3.1.2 and Proposition
3.2.2, and with k instead of mk2.
We consider the general case. Let H be in USHk;m. It has a semi-orientation of
indegree at most k by Lemma 3.3. By Lemma 3.4, we can transform it into one, say
S =(H; tgt) of indegree at most mk2 such that D=Dir(S) has no pair of opposite
edges.
The graph D has indegree at most k ′=(m− 1)mk2. For applying [22, Theorem 10]
(as in Proposition 3.2), we let d=22k
′(k′+1)+1 − 1. By this theorem, there exists a
homomorphism of D into a certain directed graph T (k ′) (with vertex set {1; : : : ; d}
and no pair of opposite edges; this graph is constructed in [22]), i.e., a mapping
. :VH →{1; : : : ; d} such that, for every x; y∈VH , if x→y in D, then .(x)→ .(y) in
the graph T (k ′).
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We let X1; : : : ; Xd be the partition of VH such that Xi = .−1(i) for each i.
We claim that the relation edgS is MS-de*nable from edgH and the sets X1; : : : ; Xd.
This is true since, for all x1; : : : ; xm in VH we have:
(i) edgS(x1; : : : ; xm)
if and only if
(ii) edgH (x1; : : : ; xm) and xi→ xm in D for every i=1; : : : ; m− 1,
if and only if
(iii) edgH (x1; : : : ; xm) and .(xi)→ .(xm) in T (k ′) for every i=1; : : : ; m− 1.
The implications (i)⇒ (ii)⇒ (iii) follow from the de*nitions. Assume that x1; : : : ; xm
satis*es edgH (x1; : : : ; xm) and .(xi)→ .(xm) in T (k ′) for every i=1; : : : ; m − 1. If the
target of the corresponding hyperedge of H is xp for p¡m, then we have xm→ xp in
D and .(xm)→ .(xp) in T (k ′) contradicting the fact that T (k ′) has no pair of opposite
edges. Hence, the target is xm and edgS(x1; : : : ; xm) holds.
It follows that edgS , whence also edgD, are de*nable by MS formulas from the
partition X1; : : : ; Xd of VH . Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 insure the existence of such a partition,
associated with a semi-orientation of H such that S and Dir(S) satisfy the conditions of
Lemma 3.4. It remains to prove that such a partition can be selected by an MS formula.
Consider an arbitrary partition X1; : : : ; Xd. From it, and provided each set VertH (e) has
one and only vertex in some Xi, such that each other vertex is in some Xj such that
j→ i in T (k ′), one can de*ne edgS by the equivalence of (i) and (iii).
It is now easy to express by an MS formula that the semi-orientation S de*ned in
this way has indegree at most mk2. This can be formalized by a single MS formula
taking X1; : : : ; Xd as arguments. Hence, we have the desired MS-transduction.
(2) The proof is by induction on m, simultaneously for all k. The case m=2 concerns
graphs and is known from the *rst part of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
We consider m¿ 3, and we let H; S; D be as in the *rst part of this proof.
We let @(S) be the simple undirected (m− 1)-hypergraph such that:
V@(S) = ED;
E@(S) = EH ;
Vert@(S)(e) = {[x1; y]; : : : ; [xm−1; y]} ⊆ ED
where VertH (e)= {x1; : : : ; xm−1; y} and y= tgt(e) (i.e., edgS(x1; : : : ; xm−1; y) holds).
We show an example.
Example. Fig. 1 shows a semi-directed 4-hypergraph S with vertices 0; 1; : : : ; 8, and hy-
peredges A; B; C; D, with respective targets: 0,5,0,5, together with the graph D=Dir(S).
The edge c of D from 4 to 0 comes from the two hyperedges A and C. This fact is
also clear on the 3-hypergraph @(S): the edge c is a vertex common to the hyperedges
A and C of rank 3. See Fig. 2.
The vertices of @(S) are the edges of D. Hyperedge A of rank 4 in S has rank 3 in
@(S), its vertices correspond to the pairs [1,0], [2,0], [4,0] of S.
We now consider the de*nability of these graphs and hypergraphs from |H |1 by MS
formulas.
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We denote by |S|1+|D|2 the structure 〈VH ∪ED; edgS ; incD〉 which combines |S|1 and
|D|2 (we recall that VD =VH ) and by |S|1 + |D|2 + |@(S)|1 the structure 〈VH ∪ED; edgS ;
incD; edg@(S)〉 which combines |S|1, |D|2 and |@(S)|1 (we recall that V@(S) =ED).
Claim 1. There exists an MS transduction associating |S|1 + |D|2 + |@(S)|1 with
|H |1.
Proof. We have MS transductions that de*ne:
|S|1 from |H |1 (by (1), and in terms of suitable sets X1; : : : ; Xd that we know how
to select by MS formulas),
|D|1 from |S|1 (clear from the de*nitions),
|D|2 from |D|1 (by Theorem 4.1 because D is uniformly k ′-sparse, cf. Lemma 3.1.2).
The de*nition schemes of these three MS transductions can be used to build one
de*ning |S|1 + |D|2 = 〈VH ∪ED; edgS ; incD〉 from |H |1.
Now the structure |@(S)|1 = 〈ED; edg@(S)〉 is de*nable from the structure |S|1 + |D|2
by an MS-transduction because we have:
edg@(S)(e1; : : : ; em−1) holds if and only if there are vertices x1; : : : ; xm−1; y such that
ei links xi to y in D and edgS(x1; : : : ; xm−1; y) holds.
Finally, |S|1 + |D|2 + |@(S)|1 is de*nable from |H |1 by an MS-transduction.
The next claim will allow us to use the induction hypothesis on m.
Claim 2. The (m− 1)-hypergraph @(S) is uniformly 2k-sparse.
Proof. Let Z ⊆E@(S). Let U =
⋃ {Vert@(S)(e)=e∈Z}⊆V@(S). Since V@(S) =ED, the set
U can be enumerated as
{[x1;1; y1]; : : : ; [x1;n1 ; y1]; [x2;1; y2]; : : : ; [x2;n2 ; y2]; : : : ; [xp;1; yp]; : : : ; [xp;np ; yp]}
with y1; : : : ; yp pairwise distinct. We let X ={xi; j=16 i6p; 16 j6 ni} and Y =
{y1; : : : ; yp} (they are subsets of VH ).
We have E@(S) =EH but these hyperedges have di7erent incidence relations in H
and in @(S). We have X ∪Y =⋃ {VertH (e)=e∈Z}.
Since H is k-sparse:
Card(Z)6 kCard(X ∪ Y );
hence
Card(Z)6 k(Card(X ) + p)6 2kCard(U );
since obviously, p=Card(Y )6Card(U ) and Card(X )6Card(U ). Hence @(S) is
uniformly 2k-sparse.
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By using the induction hypothesis, @(S) belongs to USH2k;m−1 and we have an
MS-transduction mapping |@(S)|1→|J |2 where J is an orientation of @(S).
We have also by Claim 1 an MS-transduction mapping |H |1 to |S|1 + |D|2 + |@(S)|1.
They can be combined into one transforming |H |1 into |S|1+|D|2+|J |2 = 〈VH ∪VJ ∪
EJ ; edgS ; incD; incJ 〉. Note that VJ =ED.
Since EJ =EH we can de*ne H ′, the desired orientation of H , by taking:
VH ′ = VH ;
EH ′ = EH = EJ ;
incH ′(e; x1; : : : ; xm) holds if and only if edgS(x1; : : : ; xm) and incJ (e; d1; : : : ; dm−1) hold
for some edges d1; : : : ; dm−1 of D with respective pairs of vertices (x1; xm); : : : ; (xm−1; xm).
Hence H ′ is an orientation of H and |H ′|2 is de*nable from |H |1 by an MS-
transduction.
Theorem 5.2. For every m¿ 2 and k¿ 1, we have the following:
(i) the identity is a (1, 2)-de:nable MS transduction on the class of uniformly k-
sparse, :nite or countable, simple, directed or undirected hypergraphs of rank at most
m;
(ii) the same properties of these hypergraphs are expressible by MS1 and by MS2
formulas.
Proof. We *rst consider the case of undirected hypergraphs.
Since such a hypergraph H of rank at most m can be written as H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hm
where Hi =H [Xi] and Xi is the set of hyperedges of H of rank i, it is enough to prove
the result for m-hypergraphs.
The proof is now quite similar to that of Theorem 4.1. We know by Proposition
5.1.2 that an MS-transduction can transform |H |1 into |H ′|2 where H ′ is an orientation
of H . By composing it with the one mapping |H ′|2 to |und(H ′)|2 = |H |2 we get an
MS-transduction de*ning the identity, as desired.
Let us now assume that H is directed. The hypergraph und(H) is not necessar-
ily simple because di7erent hyperedges of H may have the same set of vertices. We
let K be the simple hypergraph obtained from und(H) by fusing any two hyper-
edges with the same set of vertices. We can de*ne from |H |1 by an MS-transduction
the structure |K |1, and from it the structure |K ′|2 where K ′ is some orientation of
K , by Proposition 5.1.2 since K is uniformly k-sparse. By an MS-transduction, we
can de*ne from |H |1 the structure 〈VH ∪EK′ ; incK′ ; edgH 〉 (which is |K ′|2 augmented
with edgH ), in which we can de*ne EH as the set of pairs (e; <) where e∈EK′
and < is a permutation of {1; : : : ; m} such that (x<(1); : : : ; x<(m)) belongs to edgH and
(x1; : : : ; xm) is the sequence of vertices of e in K ′. The relation incH is the set of tuples
((e; <); x<(1); : : : ; x<(m)) such that (e; <) is as above and (e; x1; : : : ; xm) belongs to incK′ .
This yields a de*nition of |H |2 in terms of 〈VH ∪EK′ ; incK′ ; edgH 〉, hence of |H |1 by an
MS-transduction.
That MS1 and MS2 are equally powerful on these classes of hypergraphs follows
from Lemma 1.5.
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6. Conclusion
This paper contributes to the understanding of the relative expressive powers of the
two dialects MS1 and MS2 of monadic second-order logic, and of the intimate rela-
tionships between this logic and hierarchical graph decompositions, which are essential
in algorithmics. It uni*es previously known proofs (from [8]). It shows that, in the
case of *nite simple graphs, the same constraint of uniform k-sparseness collapses
simultaneously MS2 onto MS1 and bounded clique-width onto bounded tree-width. It
demonstrates the use of nontrivial graph properties for quite involved constructions of
logical formulas.
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